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LONDON, GREATER LONDON, UK,

August 1, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

The autonomous vehicle development

platform market has experienced

robust growth in recent years,

expanding from $22.58 billion in 2023 to $30.44 billion in 2024 at a compound annual growth

rate (CAGR) of 34.8%. The growth in the historic period can be attributed to evolution of

connected vehicle technologies, expansion of electric and hybrid vehicle market, rise of ride-

sharing and mobility-as-a-service (maas), increase in awareness of road safety concerns,
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adoption of 5g and v2x communication technologies.

Strong Future Growth Anticipated

The autonomous vehicle development platform market is

projected to continue its strong growth, reaching $92.03

billion in 2028 at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR)

of 31.9%. The growth in the forecast period can be

attributed to integration of advanced driver-assistance

systems, expansion of testing and validation infrastructure,

rise in demand for autonomous delivery vehicles, adoption of simulation tools for autonomous

vehicle testing, increasing focus on user experience (ux) in av design, rise of subscription-based

models for autonomous vehicle platforms.

Explore Comprehensive Insights Into The Global Autonomous Vehicle Development Platform

Market With A Detailed Sample Report: 

https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/sample_request?id=12532&type=smp

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/sample_request?id=12532&amp;type=smp


Growth Driver Of The Autonomous Vehicle Development Platform Market

Growing autonomous vehicle production is expected to propel the growth of the autonomous

vehicle development platform going forward. An autonomous vehicle, also known as a driverless

car, can run and execute critical activities without human involvement due to its capacity to

recognize its environment. Autonomous vehicle development platforms offer a reliable and

robust solution for developing and deploying automated driving applications. Growing

production will increase the need for complex software and hardware systems, resulting in a

larger market for autonomous vehicle development platforms.

Explore The Report Store To Make A Direct Purchase Of The Report:

https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/report/autonomous-vehicle-development-

platform-global-market-report

Major Players And Market Trends

Key players in the autonomous vehicle development platform market include Ford Motor

Company, General Motors Co., BMW AG, Hyundai Motor Group, Honda Motor Co. Ltd., Hitachi

Ltd., Siemens AG.

Technological advancements are a key trend gaining popularity in the autonomous vehicle

development platform market. Major companies operating in the autonomous vehicle

development platform market are focused on developing technological solutions to strengthen

their position in the market.

Segments:

1) By Component: Software, Service

2) By Vehicle Type: Passenger Car, Commercial Vehicle

3) By Functionality: Sensor Simulation, Data Collection And Analysis, Simulation And Testing

4) By End-User: Automotive Manufacturers, Technology Companies, Research Institutions And

Universities

Geographical Insights: North America Leading The Market

North America was the largest region in the autonomous vehicle development platform market

in 2023. It is expected to be the fastest-growing region in the forecast period. The regions

covered in the autonomous vehicle development platform market report are Asia-Pacific,

Western Europe, Eastern Europe, North America, South America, Middle East, Africa

Autonomous Vehicle Development Platform Market Definition

An autonomous vehicle development platform (AVDP) is a software platform offering the tools

and infrastructure required to develop autonomous cars. These can be incorporated into test

fleets of vehicles, allowing programmers to create, assess, and validate self-driving technologies

at a large scale. Companies and researchers utilize this platform for the development of

production-level AVs.

https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/report/autonomous-vehicle-development-platform-global-market-report
https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/report/autonomous-vehicle-development-platform-global-market-report


Autonomous Vehicle Development Platform Global Market Report 2024 from The Business

Research Company covers the following information:

•Market size data for the forecast period: Historical and Future

•Market analysis by region: Asia-Pacific, China, Western Europe, Eastern Europe, North America,

USA, South America, Middle East and Africa.

•Market analysis by countries: Australia, Brazil, China, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Japan,

Russia, South Korea, UK, USA.

Trends, opportunities, strategies and so much more.

The Autonomous Vehicle Development Platform Global Market Report 2024 by The Business

Research Company is the most comprehensive report that provides insights on autonomous

vehicle development platform market size, autonomous vehicle development platform market

drivers and trends, autonomous vehicle development platform market major players,

autonomous vehicle development platform competitors' revenues, autonomous vehicle

development platform market positioning, and autonomous vehicle development platform

market growth across geographies. The autonomous vehicle development platform market

report helps you gain in-depth insights into opportunities and strategies. Companies can

leverage the data in the report and tap into segments with the highest growth potential.

Browse Through More Similar Reports By The Business Research Company:

Passenger Electric Vehicles Global Market Report 2024

https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/report/passenger-electric-vehicle-global-market-

report

Autonomous Commercial Vehicle Global Market Report 2024

https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/report/autonomous-commercial-vehicle-global-

market-report

Electric Commercial Vehicles Global Market Report 2024

https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/report/electric-commercial-vehicles-global-

market-report

About The Business Research Company

The Business Research Company has published over 15000+ reports in 27 industries, spanning

60+ geographies. The reports draw on 1,500,000 datasets, extensive secondary research, and

exclusive insights from interviews with industry leaders.

Global Market Model – Market Intelligence Database

The Global Market Model, The Business Research Company’s flagship product, is a market

intelligence platform covering various macroeconomic indicators and metrics across 60

geographies and 27 industries. The Global Market Model covers multi-layered datasets that help

its users assess supply-demand gaps.
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